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We explore transport properties in a disordered nonlinear chain of classical harmonic oscillators,
and thereby identify a regime exhibiting behavior analogous to that seen in quantum many-body-
localized systems. Through extensive numerical simulations of this system connected at its ends to
heat baths at different temperatures, we computed the heat current and the temperature profile in
the nonequilibrium steady state as a function of system size N , disorder strength ∆, and temperature
T . The conductivity κN , obtained for finite length (N) systems, saturates to a value κ∞ > 0 in the
large N limit, for all values of disorder strength ∆ and temperature T > 0. We show evidence that
for any ∆ > 0 the conductivity goes to zero faster than any power of T in the (T/∆) → 0 limit,
and find that the form κ∞ ∼ e−B| ln(C∆/T )|3 fits our data. This form has earlier been suggested
by a theory based on the dynamics of multi-oscillator chaotic islands. The finite-size effect can be
κN < κ∞ due to boundary resistance when the bulk conductivity is high (the weak disorder case), or
κN > κ∞ due to direct bath-to-bath coupling through bulk localized modes when the bulk is weakly
conducting (the strong disorder case). We also present results on equilibrium dynamical correlation
functions and on the role of chaos on transport properties. Finally, we explore the differences in
the growth and propagation of chaos in the weak and strong chaos regimes by studying the classical
version of the Out-of-Time-Ordered-Commutator.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, there has been a consider-
able amount of interest in understanding the transport
properties of systems in the presence of both disorder
and interactions. It is well-known that disordered sys-
tems described by quadratic Hamiltonians (e.g noninter-
acting electrons in a disordered potential or disordered
harmonic crystals) exhibit the phenomena of Anderson
localization [1], whereby the single-particle eigenstates
or normal modes (NMs) of the system form spatially lo-
calized states. This has a profound effect on transport
— in particular for one dimensional systems all states
are localized and one finds that the system is a thermal
insulator.
A question of great interest is to ask what happens
when one introduces interactions in such a system: Does
one need a nonzero critical strength of interactions to
see an insulator-to-conductor transition? For quantum
systems, this question has been extensively studied in
the context of many-body localization (MBL) [2, 3]. It
is now generally accepted that for one-dimensional quan-
tum systems with a sufficiently strong disorder, the local-
ized insulating state persists up to a critical interaction
strength. One can ask the same question in the context
of classical systems and this has been addressed some re-
cent works [4–8]. The work in [4–7] leads one to believe
that there is no classical analogue of an MBL phase, while
[8] provides evidence that such a phase might exist in a
nonlinear oscillator chain, for a specially-designed real-
ization of spring constants. Theoretical arguments in [7]
indicate that the thermal conductivity of a disordered
nonlinear system goes to zero with decreasing tempera-
ture T faster than any power of T . The numerical study
in [5] is consistent with this finding, however Flach et al.
in [6] found evidence for a power-law dependence. A re-
cent study proved sub-diffusive transport in a disordered
chain with sparse interacting regions [9].
Several other numerical as well as theoretical studies
have also investigated the phenomena of Anderson lo-
calization, wave-packet diffusion, and transport in non-
linear disordered media [4–7, 10–20]. Numerical studies
have shown that nonlinearity gives rise to the subdiffu-
sive spreading of a wave packet in an otherwise empty
lattice (thus zero temperature), implying the destruction
of Anderson localization [11, 13, 20]. A theoretical expla-
nation of the subdiffusive spreading is based on the fact
that the nonlinearity results in non-integrability of the
system because of which the wave packet evolves chaoti-
cally, and this leads to an incoherent spreading [20–27]. A
possible mechanism of chaos generation and thermaliza-
tion at nonzero temperature was discussed in [26], in the
context of the disordered discrete nonlinear Schrodinger
equation. Based on this picture it was estimated that the
probability of chaos generation scales at a low temper-
ature as e−B| ln(C∆/T )|
3
, where B,C are constants, ∆ is
disorder, and T denotes the temperature. It is, therefore,
argued that the conductivity follows the same scaling.
The main aim of this paper is to extract, through
extensive numerics, the temperature dependence of the
thermal conductivity of the disordered anharmonic chain
in the T → 0 limit, and to understand the precise mech-
anism of transport in this system. We also aim to look
for signatures of MBL during a crossover from strong to
weak chaos at finite temperatures as the disorder ∆ is
varied across a characteristic value ∆c. For our study,
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2we consider a one-dimensional chain of harmonic oscil-
lators with random frequencies and purely anharmonic
nearest-neighbor coupling. This model lies in the class
introduced by Fro¨hlich, Spencer, and Wayne [21], and
therefore we referred it as the FSW model. It is the
strong disorder limit of the so-called Klein-Gordon (KG)
model [6, 25, 28, 29]. At zero temperature, the model
effectively consists of disconnected oscillators at random
frequencies and hence a small localization length at low
temperatures. Thus the FSW model is suitable to study
the low-temperature behavior of conductivity since we
expect that relatively small system sizes can be used to
obtain the asymptotic (infinite size) conductivity.
We have performed extensive nonequilibrium simula-
tions for a range of temperatures T and the disorder
strength ∆, and for different system sizes N . We show
that finite-size effects in both the low and high disorder
regimes can be understood as arising from boundary ef-
fects, and use finite-size scaling to extract the thermal
conductivity in the infinite size limit. As one of our
main results we find that our data at the lowest tem-
perature fits well to the form κ∞ = Ae−B| ln(C∆/T )|
3
,
which has earlier been argued on the basis of the dy-
namics of multi-oscillator chaotic resonances [26]. In ad-
dition to the nonequilibrium simulations, we have also
examined the form of equilibrium dynamical correlation
functions for the weak and strong disorder, and our cru-
cial observation is that the behavior of dynamical corre-
lations is truly Gaussian for a weak disorder, while for
the strong disorder, the behavior becomes non-Gaussian
but has a diffusive scaling. Finally, we have looked
at the spatio-temporal propagation of chaos in the sys-
tem by computing a classical analogue of Out-of-Time-
Ordered-Commutator (OTOC) for our nonlinear disor-
dered model.
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Sec. II, we
describe the Hamiltonian and the reservoirs (which are
modelled as Langevin baths). We also introduce impor-
tant dimensionless units which transparently shows that
temperature is equivalent to nonlinearity strength. In
Sec. III, we present simulation results for the nonequilib-
rium steady state heat current. We analyze various as-
pects such as system size scaling, disorder, and tempera-
ture dependence of the thermal conductivity. In this sec-
tion, we also present results for the temperature profiles
in the nonequilibrium steady state. Sec. IV is devoted
to the energy correlations in space and time and, in par-
ticular, their dependence on the strength of the disorder.
In Sec. V, a classical analogue of Out-of-Time-Ordered-
Commutator (OTOC) is investigated for our nonlinear
disordered system. In particular, the behavior of the
heat map, butterfly velocity, and Lyapunov exponents
as one changes disorder strength are analyzed. Finally,
in Sec. VI, we conclude this paper with a brief discussion
on our main findings.
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the model. U is the nonlinear
interactions between oscillators given by U(xl−xl−1) = (xl−
xl−1)4/4.
II. DEFINITION OF THE FSW MODEL AND
NONEQUILIBRIUM DYNAMICS
We start by taking a chain of N oscillators with masses
m and random spring constants ki = mω
2εi, with each
εi chosen uniformly in the interval [1−∆, 1 + ∆], where
∆ defines the disorder strength. Nearest-neighbor oscilla-
tors are then coupled by a nonlinear (quartic) interaction
potential U of strength ν (see Fig. 1). The Hamiltonian
of the system is given by
H =
N∑
i=1
[
p2i
2m
+ ki
x2i
2
]
+
N∑
i=0
ν
(xi − xi+1)4
4
, (1)
where {xi, pi} are respectively the positions and mo-
menta of the oscillators in the chain and we set x0 =
xN+1 = 0. The limit ∆ = 0 represents the pure case and
∆ = 1 is the maximum disorder strength for this disorder
distribution.
The chain of oscillators is attached to two thermal
reservoirs at unequal temperatures TL and TR at the left
and right ends, respectively, so that a temperature gra-
dient is generated, and there is a heat current along the
chain [30, 31]. The two thermal reservoirs are modeled by
Langevin equations. In dimensionless units, t → ωt and
x→√ν/(mω2)x, the equations of motion for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
are given by
x¨i = −εixi− [(xi−xi−1)3 +(xi−xi+1)3]−γix˙i+ηi, (2)
with ηi = ηLδi,1 + ηRδi,N and γi = γ(δi,1 + δi,N ).
The Gaussian white noise, ηL,R, satisfies the fluctuation-
dissipation relation 〈ηL,R(t)ηL,R(t′)〉 = 2γTL,Rδ(t − t′)
with 〈ηL,R〉 = 0. Here the dissipation constant γ is
measured in units of mω and temperature in units of
m2ω4/(νkB), where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The
only relevant dimensionless parameters in the problem
that remain with this scaling are the disorder strength
∆, the temperature T (which is equivalent to the nonlin-
earity strength ν), dissipation constant γ, and the system
size N .
III. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR
NONEQUILIBRIUM STEADY STATES
We compute the heat current and the temperature
profile in the nonequilibrium steady state (NESS), when
TL > TR. The (scaled) heat current along the chain from
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FIG. 2. Plots of κN vs N for different ∆ for a fixed value of
γ = 1, and at different temperatures values, as specified in
the frames (a), (b), and (c). Point symbols are the measured
values of κN (T ), whereas the solid lines are plotted using Eq.
(3) for ∆ < ∆c and Eq. (4) for ∆ > ∆c. The values of
the parameters are summarized in Table. I. Data have been
shown only for those values of (T, ∆, N), where a steady
state profile of the local heat current 〈Jl〉 is obtained.
left to right is given by J = 〈JN 〉 =
∑N
l=2〈fl,l−1x˙l〉/(N −
1) where fl,l−1 = (xl−1 − xl)3 is the force exerted by
the (l − 1)th particle on the lth particle. We define
T = (TL + TR)/2. Then for a finite system we define a
thermal conductivity κN (∆, T ) = JN/(TL − TR). For a
diffusive system one expects a finite value for κ∞(∆, T ) =
limN→∞ κN (∆, T ). In all our numerical studies we set
(TL − TR)/T = 0.5 (which implies TL = 1.25T and
TR = 0.75T ) and explore the system properties as we
vary ∆, T and N .
We perform numerical simulations by using the veloc-
ity Verlet algorithm, adapted for Langevin dynamics [32].
To speed up relaxation to the steady state, the initial
conditions are chosen from a product form distribution
corresponding to each disconnected oscillator being in
equilibrium at temperature Ti that varies linearly across
the chain. The system is evolved up to times ranging
T ∆ r ξ A κ∞
0.01 0 762± 10 - - 0.200(5)
0.1 793± 36 - - 0.0270(4)
0.2 30± 31 - - 0.00340(7)
0.3 - 19± 4 0.0020(6) 0.00052(2)
0.4 - 12.2± 2.5 0.0014(5) 0.00010(1)
0.04 0.1 90± 2 - - 0.263(1)
0.2 84.6± 3.5 - - 0.1440(9)
0.3 76.3± 6.6 - - 0.0761(4)
0.4 19± 4 - - 0.0380(4)
0.5 - 32± 13 0.008(5) 0.0204(2)
0.6 - 27± 15 0.006(3) 0.0111(2)
0.08 0.3 33.5± 1.7 - - 0.244(1)
0.4 30.8± 2.5 - - 0.1678(8)
0.5 21.7± 4.2 - - 0.1136(6)
0.6 12± 8 - - 0.0783(5)
0.7 - 308± 38 0.003(1) 0.053(1)
0.8 - 55± 42 0.005(3) 0.0383(4)
TABLE I. A summary of exponents r, ξ, A, and κ∞ deter-
mined from the best non-linear fits of finite-size conductivities
as shown in Fig. 2 with the form of Eqs. (3) and (4). The
numbers in parentheses are the error estimates on the last
significant figures. All these data are for γ = 1.
from 2× 109− 5× 109 time steps of step size dt = 0.005,
in order to reach its NESS, and then NESS averages are
obtained over another equal number of time steps [see
appendix A]. Relaxation times increase rapidly with in-
creasing N , ∆, and with decreasing T . We also average
over 50 disorder samples, and our error bars represent
sample-to-sample variations. For T . 0.01, the conduc-
tivity becomes very small (. 10−4) and reaching a steady
state becomes computationally challenging because the
fluctuations become more pronounced. Therefore, for low
temperatures, to reduce the impact of such fluctuations
we perform 1011 times steps for a NESS and compute
κN by taking an average over the NESS measurements
for another 1011 time steps, which has been possible for
N = 32 and 64.
In Fig. 2 (a)-(c), we plot κN against N for different
values of ∆ at a fixed value of γ = 1, and for tempera-
tures T = 0.01, 0.04, 0.08. We observe that in all cases,
the conductivity seems to converge with increasing sys-
tem size to a nonzero κ∞(∆, T ). However, the approach
to κ∞ with increasing N is different for the small and
large disorder, demarcated by a characteristic disorder
strength ∆c(T, γ) that depends on the temperature T
and the coupling γ to the reservoirs at the ends of the
chain. For ∆ < ∆c(T, γ), we find that κN is an increasing
function of N , while for ∆ > ∆c(T, γ), it is a decreasing
function. At ∆ = ∆c(T, γ) we find that the conductivity
is almost independent of system size. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3 which shows a plot of κN vs ∆ for different N
at T = 0.01 and γ = 1, and where the curves for different
4FIG. 3. A plot of κN vs ∆ on a log-linear scale for different N
at a fixed T = 0.01 and γ = 1. An inset shows the behavior
of ∆c(T ) vs T .
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FIG. 4. Plots of κN vs ∆ on a log-linear scale with varying
N at a fix T = 0.04, but for different values of γ. The curves
for different N intersect at ∆c(T = 0.04, γ), where ∆c(T =
0.04, γ) ' 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.55 for γ = 0.1, 1, 2, 3, respectively.
N intersect at ∆c ' 0.2. The variation of ∆c(T, γ = 1)
with temperature T is shown as an inset of Fig. 3. Fig. 4
shows plots of κN vs ∆ for different N at a fix T = 0.04,
but for different γ-values. Clearly, the ∆c(T, γ) for a
fixed T increase with an increase in γ. In the following,
we present all the numerical results for a fix γ = 1.
We now discuss the difference in the system-size de-
pendence of κN between weak and strong disorder. For
weak disorder ∆ < ∆c(T, γ), the bulk of the chain has a
relatively low thermal resistivity 1/κ, and the boundary
resistance to the reservoirs at each end is high enough
to produce an increase in the apparent resistivity 1/κN
of finite length chains. If we assume a total boundary
thermal resistance r due to the two ends, then the bulk
and boundary resistances add to give total thermal re-
sistance R = (N/κ∞) + r. Hence the effective finite-size
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FIG. 5. A plot of κ vs N on a log-log scale for ∆ = 0. Point
symbols are the simulated values of κ whereas the solid lines
are the best nonlinear fits of Eq. (3).
conductivity is given by
κN (∆, T ) = N/R =
κ∞
1 + (κ∞r/N)
, for ∆ < ∆c. (3)
For system sizes N  rκ∞ the boundary resistance dom-
inates and one has κN ∼ N , while for larger N  rκ∞
the heat transport is diffusive with κN ∼ N0.
For the zero disorder (∆ = 0) case also, the finite-size
effects are well described by Eq. (3) and Fig. 5 shows a
plot of finite size conductivities as a function of system
size N with varying temperatures. For low system sizes,
the heat transport is ballistic, i.e., κ ∼ N , while with
an increase of system size, the anharmonic oscillator po-
tential part in the FSW model leads to a saturation of
the conductivity κ. The point symbols in Fig. 5 are the
simulated values of κ whereas the solid lines are the best
nonlinear fits of Eq. (3). Clearly, Eq. (3) fits accurately
to the simulated data at all temperatures. From these
fits, the saturated values of conductivity, κ∞, can be ex-
tracted and plotted as a function of temperature T . We
find the dependence κ∞(T ) ∼ T at low temperatures [see
Fig. 6(a)].
Coming to the disordered case, for strong disorder
∆ > ∆c(T, γ) and low enough temperature, the short-
distance, short-time behavior of the chain is insulating
(Anderson localized), with the thermal conduction due to
chaos being relatively weak. This situation can be viewed
as two parallel channels of conduction: One channel is
linear conduction through Anderson-localized modes of
the linearized system. These modes couple to both reser-
voirs for the finite system. Since such states decay with
distance d as e−d/ξ(∆,T ), where ξ is a localization length,
their contribution to the current ∼ e−N/ξ(∆,T ). The sec-
ond channel is the conduction of energy between locally
chaotic multi-oscillator nonlinear resonances via the pro-
cess of Arnold diffusion [26, 33, 34]. This leads to a small
conductivity (system-size independent), which essentially
gives κ∞. Hence the contribution from these two parallel
processes suggests the following net conductivity for the
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FIG. 6. (a) The plot of κN vs. T for ∆ = 0.5 and for the
ordered case ∆ = 0. For the disordered case ∆ = 0.5 we
see that the slope on this log-log plot keeps increasing with
decreasing T , and at a low T with increasing N . We find
κ ∼ T 8 in our lowest attained temperature range for N =
64. For the ordered case, a dependence κ∞ ∼ T is seen at
low T . (b) The plot of κ∞ as a function of ∆/T shows a
good collapse. The solid line is the fit to the form κ∞ =
A exp(−B| ln(C∆/T )|3). Some finite-size κN data at ∆ = 0.5
are also shown.
finite system:
κN (∆, T ) = ANe
−N/ξ + κ∞(∆, T ), for ∆ > ∆c. (4)
As shown in Figs. (2), the forms in Eqs. (3,4) pro-
vide excellent fits (shown by solid lines) to the finite-size
simulation results (plotted as point symbols) in the two
different regimes (also see an appendix B). One of the
fitting parameters gives the true thermal conductivity
κ∞(∆, T ). The parameters r, ξ, A, and κ∞, obtained
from our best nonlinear fits for the data of Figs. (2), are
tabulated in table I. In this way, we fit κN (∆, T ) to the
scaling forms [Eqs. (3,4], and obtain κ∞(∆, T ) for many
different sets of (∆, T ).
Temperature dependence of κ∞: We next study
the temperature dependence of κ∞, particularly at low
T . In Fig. 6(a) we plot κN (T ) vs T for ∆ = 0.5 as
well as for the pure case with ∆ = 0. In both cases,
the conductivity decreases with decreasing temperature
and vanishes at T = 0. As mentioned earlier, for the
ordered case, κ∞ ∼ T at low T , while for the disordered
case κ∞(T ) appears to decrease at low T faster than any
power of T . If we fit the behavior to a power law, κ∞ ∼
T a, over a narrow range of T , then around T ∼= 0.02
the effective exponent is a ∼= 4, as was also reported in
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FIG. 7. Finite-time Lyapunov exponents as a function of time
for a single disorder sample {εi} (shown on the top panel) for
the case (a) [the left panel] where there are no resonances
and the case (b) [the right panel] where a three-oscillator
resonance is inserted in the middle of the chain by setting
εN/2±1 = εN/2. In both cases, data correspond to N = 16
with ∆ = 0.5 and are plotted for several temperatures as
shown in the panels.
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FIG. 8. (a) Lyapunov exponent as a function of disor-
der strength for various temperatures. (b) The Lyapunov
exponent as a function of temperature for different disorder
strengths. For a fixed disorder strength, our numerics indi-
cates that λ ∝ √T . Here N = 16.
Ref. [6]. Going down to T = 0.005 and N = 64 we find a
rapid increase of this effective exponent to a ∼= 8, which
indicates that a might be even larger at this T for larger
N . In Ref. [26] it has been argued that the behavior
at small T/∆ should be of κ∞ ∼ e−B| ln(C∆/T )|3 , with
constants B and C; we show in Fig. 6(b) that the data
fit rather well to this form.
Transport mechanism: There are several possibili-
ties for the precise mechanism by which transport occurs
at low temperatures in the FSW model. One argument is
based on the formation of localized chaotic islands (CI),
which could provide an effective channel for energy trans-
port. It has been argued earlier [27] that the formation
of such CIs requires three consecutive oscillators with
resonant frequencies (|εi+1 − εi| ∼ T ) and thus occurs
with probability p ∼ T 2/∆2. From our numerical stud-
ies with three oscillators, we found, however, that if any
neighboring pair out of the three oscillators is in reso-
6nance, this seems sufficient to generate chaos [35]. This
would imply p ∼ T/∆. Since the CIs form with proba-
bility ∼ T/∆, they are separated on average by distance
d ∼ ∆/T . They would then act as effective thermal
reservoirs between which energy is transmitted via inter-
mediate localized states. However, a detailed calculation
along the lines in [9] shows that one ends up with regions
of large resistance and eventually sub-diffusive transport.
An alternate mechanism suggested in [26] for the dis-
ordered nonlinear Schrodinger equation is that a more
efficient mechanism of chaos generation does not require
nearby pairs to be close in frequencies. Instead, it is pos-
sible for n ∼ ln(∆/T ) oscillators to satisfy a resonance
condition and be driven to chaos by nearby sets of oscilla-
tors. Based on this picture it is estimated in [26] that the
probability of chaos generation scales as e−B| ln(C∆/T )|
3
and then one can argue that the conductivity follows the
same scaling. In fact, in Fig. 7, we show two scenarios
for N = 16. One case (left panel) has all frequencies off-
resonant, and the other case (right panel) has three os-
cillators in resonance. However, irrespective of whether
there is resonance or not, we notice that the system is
chaotic with almost the same value of the Lyapunov ex-
ponent. Therefore, as argued by [26], we also find that
chaos generation does not require nearby oscillator pairs
to be in resonance. In fact, the Lyapunov exponent turns
out to be independent of details of how the random fre-
quencies are chosen. In Fig. 8 we show the dependence
of Lyapunov exponent on disorder strengths and tem-
peratures. Interestingly, our numerics indicates that for
a fixed disorder strength, λ ∝ √T , which is similar to
what is seen in several other very different classical sys-
tems [36, 37]. In Sec. (V) we present further results on
chaos propagation in this system.
Temperature profiles: The signatures of boundary
resistance, the strong temperature dependence of κ∞(T ),
and disorder can also be seen in the NESS temperature
profiles. Note that using Fourier’s law j = −κ(T )dT/dx
along with knowledge of the form κ(T ) and the bound-
ary conditions T1 = TL, TN = TR uniquely fixes the tem-
perature profile in the steady state. In Fig. 9 we plot
the temperature profile Ti = 〈p2i 〉 for different temper-
atures and disorder strengths. In Fig. 9(a), which is
in the low-disorder regime, the boundary resistance is
clearly seen for small N , and the profile slowly converges
(with increasing N) to an asymptotic form that is con-
sistent with the form κ∞ ∼ T . For somewhat stronger
disorder and not too low temperature [Fig. 9(b)] we are
near ∆ = ∆c(T ), so the profile converges quickly to the
asymptotic form which is now consistent with κ∞ ∼ T 3.3
in this range of T . These two asymptotic forms are shown
by black dashed lines in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). At even
smaller temperatures and high disorder, a sufficiently
small size system is effectively in the localized regime,
and we expect a step temperature profile [38, 39]. There
is some indication from our numerics that this is indeed
the case [see Fig. (9c)]. This is a signature for the clas-
sical analogue of an MBL-like regime, which, however,
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FIG. 9. (a) Temperature profiles in the steady state with
TL = 0.05, TR = 0.03, and ∆ = 0.1 for different system sizes.
(b) Temperature profiles for TL, TR as in (a) but with ∆ =
0.5. The analytical fits (black dashed lines) to the asymptotic
profiles were obtained by solving −κ(T )∂iT (i) = J . With the
form κ ∼ T a, it can be solved exactly for T (i) and plotted as
a function of i/N using a = 1 in (a), and a = 3.3 in (b). (c)
Temperature profile at a lower mean temperature T = 0.01
and ∆ = 0.5, which shows signatures of a step profile, as seen
in MBL systems [38, 39].
does not survive in the thermodynamic limit.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR
EQUILIBRIUM DYNAMICAL CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS
Equilibrium dynamical correlation functions (unequal
space and unequal time) serve as another probe of trans-
port properties and we now present results on the form of
these correlations in different parameter regimes. Let us
in particular focus on the spread of energy fluctuations
characterized by the correlation function
C(i, t) = N−1
N∑
l=1
〈[i+l(t)− 〈i+l〉] [l(0)− 〈l〉]〉 , (5)
7where i = p
2
i /2 + kix
2
i /2 + ν(xi+1 − xi)4/4 and 〈...〉 de-
notes an equilibrium average. Here, to generate the equi-
librium ensemble of initial conditions, we took the system
with periodic boundary conditions and attach Langevin
heat baths at temperature T to every oscillator, thus en-
suring a fast equilibration. Using initial states prepared
in this way, the heat baths are then removed and the sys-
tem is evolved with the Hamiltonian dynamics to com-
pute the time evolution of C(i, t) as defined in Eq. 5.
In Fig. (10) we show the time evolution of C(i, t)
at T = 0.04 for four different disorder strengths. We
find diffusive scaling of the correlations at all disorder
strengths, but with non-Gaussian scaling functions ex-
cept for the ordered case ∆ = 0 (at least for the space-
time (i, t) scales we have reached in our numerics). A
possible explanation would be that the system has a dis-
tribution of local diffusivities, which can lead to such non-
Gaussian forms, yet diffusive scaling (see, for example
[40, 41]). However, we expect that, in the very long-time
limit (inaccessible in our numerics), the scaling form will
eventually become a Gaussian for the disordered case, as
suggested by the observation of the absence of MBL in
the previous section.
We note that the diffusion constant can be indepen-
dently obtained using D = κN/cv where cv is the specific
heat. We find the values of D = 0.603, 0.1528, 0.04147,
0.0223 for ∆ = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, respectively. For the
ordered case, the value of D obtained in this way is con-
sistent with the diffusion constant obtained by fitting a
Gaussian in Fig. 10(a). Due to the fact that the diffusion
constant turns out to be very small for the disordered
case, therefore one needs to go to extremely long-times
to see Gaussian behavior. From our studies of the equi-
librium correlations we find that there is no qualitative
difference in their forms between the weak and strong
disorder regimes. This seems consistent with the picture
that the differences that we see in the nonequilibrium
studies basically arise from boundary effects.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS ON CHAOS
PROPAGATION AND
OUT-OF-TIME-ORDERED-COMMUTATOR
(OTOC)
Finally, we investigate the differences in chaos prop-
agation in this system in the two regimes of weak and
strong chaos. In quantum systems, this has been studied
through the so-called Out-of-Time-Ordered-Commutator
(OTOC) and it is seen that chaos propagates linearly in
time with a finite velocity in the conducting phase while
in the MBL phase, the growth is logarithmic [42–44].
As the classical analogue of the OTOC, one replaces the
commutator by the Poisson bracket ({· · · }PB) and this
leads to an observable [45] which essentially measures
how an initial perturbation at the site i = N/2 grows in
space and time. This is straightforward to compute using
a linearized dynamics.
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FIG. 10. Diffusive scaling of energy spreading for disorder
strengths ∆ = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5 at T = 0.04. For this temper-
ature ∆ ≈ 0.4 corresponds to critical disorder. The best
fit curves that are shown correspond to the form ae−b|x|
c
with b ≈ 0.42, 2.02, 4.17, 5.43; c ≈ 2, 1.304, 0.982, 0.924 for
∆ = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5 respectively. The insets show the unscaled
data.
We start with the Hamiltonian equations of motion of
the system
x˙i = pi, p˙i = fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, where (6)
fi = −∂H
∂xi
= −kixi − ν
[
(xi − xi−1)3 + (xi − xi+1)3
]
.
Let us consider an infinitesimal perturbation {δxi(0) =
0, δpi(0) = δi,N/2} at site i = N/2 at time t = 0 to any
specific initial condition of positions and the momenta of
the oscillators (X(0) = {xi(0)}, P (0) = {pi(0)}). Our
aim is to study how this initial localized perturbation
spreads and grows through the system both in space as
well as in time. In order to do so, we look at the OTOC
8FIG. 11. Heat maps showing the spatio-temporal growth of
the OTOC for a system of size N = 256 in the (a) weak dis-
order regime (∆ = 0.1) [left panel] and (b) strong disorder
case (∆ = 0.6) [right panel]. The map shows the strength of
〈lnD(r, t)〉 where the average is over 10000 initial configura-
tions drawn from an equilibrium distribution at temperature
T = 0.04.
D(r, t) defined as
D(r, t) = {p(N/2+r)(t), xN/2(0)} 2PB =
(
∂p(N/2+r)(t)
∂pN/2(0)
)2
.
(7)
From the linearized form of the equations of motion in
Eq. (6), the evolution of the perturbation is given by
˙δxi = δpi
˙δpi = −kiδxi − 3ν
[
(xi − xi−1)2(δxi − δxi−1)
+ (xi − xi+1)2(δxi − δxi+1)
]
, (8)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
The quantity of interest for measuring the spreading of
a localized perturbation given in Eq. 7 can be rewritten
as
D(r, t) = [δp(N/2+r)(t)]
2. (9)
To obtain δp(N/2+r)(t), we need to solve the system of
equations in (6) and (8). We solve these ODEs using a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) numerical integration
scheme with a time step dt = 0.005 and with periodic
boundary condition (x0 = xN , xN+1 = x1). The ini-
tial condition of X(0), P (0) is chosen from the equi-
librium Gibbs distribution, ρ(X(0), P (0)) = e−βH/Z,
where Z =
∫
dXdP e−βH is the partition function. For
our nonlinear model, this initial condition can easily be
generated by connecting all sites to the Langevin heat
baths at the same temperature T . In this way, the sys-
tem equilibrates very fast and the distribution of {xi, pi}
follow the equilibrium Gibbs distribution.
For a chaotic system, it is expected that the signal
should arrive at the site r at a time tr = r/c where c
gives the speed of chaos propagation (we define the ar-
rival time through D(r, tr) = 1). At long times the signal
would eventually grow exponentially with time with Lya-
punov exponent λ = 〈lnD(r, t)〉/2t. It is to be noted that
〈...〉 denotes the average over equilibrated initial condi-
tions (X(0), P (0)) and disorder realizations. For a given
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FIG. 12. A plot of 〈lnD(r, t)〉/2t with time t for ∆ = 0.1 and
at different values of r . The inset shows a linear behavior of
tr with r, for which D(r, tr) = 1, and a solid red line is the
best linear fit. Here T = 0.04.
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FIG. 13. Similar to Fig. 12, but for ∆ = 0.6.
disorder realization, the quantities (c, λ) which character-
ize chaos propagation depend on initial conditions, and
we thus study the averaged quantity 〈lnD(r, t)〉.
In Figs. (11a,b) we display heat maps showing the
space-time evolution of 〈lnD(r, t)〉 in the weak and strong
disorder regimes respectively for a chain of size N = 256.
Unlike the quantum case, here we do not see (even at
early times) any signature of logarithmic growth in the
strong disorder case. We see ballistic propagation in both
cases with a notable difference in the magnitude of the
speed and the Lyapunov exponent.
Fig. 12 shows a plot of 〈lnD(r, t)〉/2t with time t
at different values of r for ∆ = 0.1. The quantity
〈lnD(r, t)〉/2t gives the Lyapunov exponent λ in the limit
t → ∞. The numerical data are averaged over 104 such
equilibrated initial conditions at a temperature T = 0.04.
At large time t, the curves for different r saturates at
a value λ = 0.046. Next, we define tr as a time at
which the Lyapunov exponent vanishes, i.e., D(r, tr) = 1.
The inset in Fig. 12 shows a plot of tr vs r, and a
solid line is the best linear fit. From the slope of this
9fit, the speed of growth of the perturbation is given by
c = 1/8.243 ' 0.1213. Fig. 13 shows a similar plot for
higher disorder ∆ = 0.6. Here we found λ = 0.0352 and
the speed c = 1/13.62 ' 0.0734. To summarize, from
our simulations we estimate (c, λ) ≈ (0.1213, 0.046) for
∆ = 0.1 and (c, λ) ≈ (0.0734, 0.0352) for ∆ = 0.6 at
T = 0.04 and N = 256. We see that as one increases dis-
order strength, both the butterfly velocity and Lyapunov
exponent decrease. Note that the Lyapunov exponents
are somewhat larger than the ones reported in Fig. (8)
in Sec. (III). This is because of the smaller system size
studied there (N = 16).
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We studied the transport properties of a nonlinear
chain with the weak and strong disorder, and looked
for signatures of classical many-body localization. From
our numerical studies of the nonequilibrium steady state,
we find an interesting cross-over behavior whereby the
system-size scaling of conductivity (κN ) is qualitatively
different above and below a characteristic disorder (∆c),
that depends not only on temperature but also on the
coupling strength to the baths. We find that the finite-
size effects in the thermal conductivity are consistent
with boundary effects. On the one hand, there is a
regime of weak enough disorder where the system can be
viewed as thermal resistors in series, one for the length
of the oscillator chain and the others for the couplings
between the ends of the chain and the heat reservoirs. In
this regime the boundary resistances suppress the mea-
sured thermal conductance. On the other hand, at low
enough temperature the nonlinearity and thus the chaos
are weak, and for strong enough disorder the system can
be approximately realized as linearized, resulting in An-
derson localized modes. In this regime short chains can
be viewed as having two parallel channels for thermal
conduction, one directly from reservoir to reservoir via
the localized modes of the chain and the other through
the weakly chaotic diffusive transport within the bulk of
the chain. In this regime the extra conductance via the
localized modes enhances the measured thermal conduc-
tance of short chains.
Our finite-size scaling analysis leads to estimates of the
thermodynamic limit conductivity κ∞ and we find evi-
dence that for strong disorder κ∞ is a function of the
scaled variable ∆/T . Our data are described well by
the form κ∞ ∼ e−B| ln(C∆/T )|3 which is consistent with
Ref. [26] for the discrete nonlinear Schrodinger equation.
As argued in this reference, our numerical studies also
suggest that chaos results from many-particle resonances
rather than a few particle ones. The form of κ is quite
non-trivial and a similar form for time-scales associated
with the spreading of perturbations in disordered nonlin-
ear media was suggested earlier in [46]. We also inves-
tigated the temperature profile in NESS, and for strong
disorder and low temperatures, we found hints of step-
like profiles, a feature that is expected in systems with
localization [38, 39].
We do not see signatures of the weak-strong chaos
cross-over in the form of equilibrium correlation func-
tions which exhibit diffusive scaling in both the weak
and strong disorder regimes, as expected since the cross-
over is dominated by boundary effects. We find strong
non-Gaussianity which we expect would go away in the
long time limit. A study of the OTOC in the two
regimes shows that chaos propagation is always ballistic
though the butterfly speed and the Lyapunov exponent
are smaller in the strong disorder regime. We observed a
T 1/2 dependence of the Lyapunov exponent on tempera-
ture for both strong and weak disorder.
Our study naturally leads to asking similar questions
(such as spread of the perturbations) in models in which
the oscillators in space are coupled even in the absence of
nonlinearity. This could provide more insight into many-
body localization transition in classical systems. Future
work also includes understanding transport and OTOC
in a model where disorder has a fractal pattern [8] which
has been proposed as the closest classical analogue to
many-body localization. Needless to mention, a rigorous
understanding of the transport mechanism at ultra-low
temperatures in a nonlinear disordered many-body clas-
sical system remains an interesting open problem.
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to (d).
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Appendix A: Nonequilibrium steady state of the
heat current
For our one-dimensional system of N oscillators con-
nected to two heat baths at its end, the time derivative
of energy l associated with l
th particle or oscillator, in
terms of current jl,l−1 from l− 1 site to l, is given as [31]
˙1 = −j2,1 + j1,L,
˙l = −jl+1,l + jl,l−1 for l = 2, 3, · · · , N − 1,
˙N = jN,R + jN,N−1, (A1)
where jl,l−1 = 1/2(x˙l−1 + x˙l)fl,l−1 with fl,l−1 =
−∂U(xl−1 − xl)/∂xl = (xl−1 − xl)3. j1,L and jN,R are
the instantaneous energy current from the left and right
reservoirs into the system, respectively. These are given
as j1,L = fLx˙1 = (−γx˙1 + ηL)x˙1 and jN,R = fRx˙N =
(−γx˙N + ηR)x˙N .
In the steady state, if we denote the time average as
〈· · · 〉, the Eq. (A1) then demands the equality of current
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FIG. 16. (a) The plot of 1/κN − 1/κ∞ versus 1/N (on a log-
log scale) for ∆ < ∆c(T ), where ∆c(T = 0.01) ' 0.2, and
∆c(T = 0.04) ' 0.4. (b) The plot of κN − κ∞ versus N (on
a log-linear scale) for ∆ > ∆c(T ). The point symbols are the
simulated values for κN (∆, T ), which have been shown only
for those N , to which the steady state is obtained. The solid
lines are the fits of two different forms, presented in Eqs. (3)
and (4) for ∆ < ∆c(T ) and ∆ > ∆c(T ), respectively.
flowing between any neighboring pair of particles, i.e,
〈j1,L〉 = 〈j2,1〉 = 〈j3,2〉 = · · · 〈jN,N−1〉 = −〈jN,R〉, (A2)
with 〈jl,l−1〉 = 〈x˙lfl,l−1〉 upon using 〈x˙l−1fl,l−1〉 =
〈x˙lfl,l−1〉. Thus, in order to reach the steady state of
the system, we determine the energy current 〈jl,l−1〉 be-
tween all neighboring pair of particles, and examine the
behavior of 〈jl,l−1〉 versus l for different amounts of time.
A nonequilibrium steady state (NESS) is reached when
Eq. A2 holds, i.e., the current profile of the system, for
〈jl,l−1〉 or in simple notation 〈jl〉 versus l, is showing es-
sentially a flat behavior.
In Fig. 14, we show the current profiles of the sys-
tem of size N = 128, for a particular disorder sample
at ∆ = 0.5, and at T = 0.04. We compute these energy
currents independently for various values of time, as men-
tioned in the panels (a) to (d). Notice from Fig. 14 the
scale of fluctuations in energy current, flowing between
each neighboring particle, which decays as the time t is
raised, and eventually a steady state is reached in time
t of the order of 108 as seen in the panel (d). In order
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to check the effect of changing the disorder sample on
relaxation, we repeated this same analysis for different
disorder realizations drawn from the same ∆-value, and
found that a steady state is reached in typically the same
order of relaxation time teq. Therefore we emphasize that
the relaxation time does not depend upon a disorder sam-
ple. Instead, it depends on parameters like N , ∆, and
T .
With lowering T , teq increases rapidly as shown in a
Fig. 15, where we plotted the energy currents for the
same values of N = 128 and ∆ = 0.5, but at T = 0.02.
See panel (d) of this figure, which is demonstrating the
steady state in t of O(109). Comparing Figs. 14 and 15,
the relaxation time teq increases about 10 times in low-
ering the temperature T = 0.04 to T = 0.02. Thus, it
is the reason that at much lower temperatures T . 0.01,
we use teq ' 1011. With this procedure of reaching a
steady state, we then started our measurement to com-
pute NESS averaged heat current and also averaged it
over several disorder samples.
Appendix B: Finite-size scaling corrections of the
thermal conductivity
To look for any dominant finite-size corrections in the
scaling of conductivity given in Eqs. (3,4), we replot some
of the data of Fig 2 in different manners, as shown in
Fig. 16. In particular, we plotted the residual-like quan-
tities, 1/κN − 1/κ∞ against 1/N for the weak disorder
∆ < ∆c(T ), and κN−κ∞ against N (on a semi-log scale)
for the strong disorder ∆ > ∆c(T ). The point symbols
denote the simulated values, whereas solid lines are the
fitting lines. In panel (a), such lines are linear fits, repre-
senting 1/κN − 1/κ∞ ∼ 1/N , while the lines in panel (b)
are exponential fits of the form κN − κ∞ ∼ exp(−N/ξ).
Clearly, the fits in both panels agree very well to the
simulated points, implying that our data do not show
the presence of any finite-size scaling corrections. Hence,
Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively, for ∆ < ∆c and ∆ > ∆c,
precisely describe the system size scaling of conductivity
κN .
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